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In this paper we study the incentive effects of the threat of bankruptcy
on the quality of management in a widely held corporation. In so doing
we develop an equilibrium concept which may be useful in studying a
a wide class of other problems. The equilibrium concept is relevant
whenever there is moral hazard in principal-agent relationships. We
model the idea that the agent can engage in precommitment or bonding
behavior which will indicate to the principal that he will act in the
principal's interest.
The starting point of our analysis is the idea that in a corporation
- ownedby many small shareholders there is an "incentive problem"; i.e.,
- themanagers (or directors) have goals of their own, such as the enjoy-
ment of perquisites or the maximization of their own income, which are at
variance with the goals of shareholders, which we assume to be profit or
market value maximization. There are a number of ways to overcome this
incentive problem. First, managers can be given salary incentive schemes
(e.g., profit sharing arrangements or stock options) to get their interests
to move toward those of shareholders. Second, shareholders can write a
corporate charter which permits and to some extent encourages takeover
bids. As a result, if the corporation is badly run, a raider can make a profit
by buying the company at a low price, reorganizing it, and reselling it at a
high price. The threat of such a takeover bid will in general lead current
management to achieve higher profits.'
Sanford J. Grossman is professor of economics. University of Chicago. Oliver D. Hart is
professor of economics. London School of Economics.
The authors would like to thank David Champernowne and David Kreps for helpful
suggestions.
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Althoughboth salary incentive schemes and takeover bids can reduce
the seriousness of the "incentive problem," they will not in general
eliminate it completely. In this paper we study a third factor which may be
important in encouraging managers to pursue the profit motive: the
possibility of bankruptcy. If managers do not seek high profits, the
probability that the corporation will go bankrupt increases. If the benefits
managers receive from the firm are lost in the event of bankruptcy,
managers may prefer to maximize profits or come close to it rather than to
risk sacrificing their perquisites.
Clearly the efficacy of bankruptcy as a source of discipline for manage-
ment will depend on the firm's financial structure—in particular, its sI
debt-equity ratio. As an illustration of this, ignore takeover bids and
consider the old argument that, in a perfectly competitive world with free 4
entry, firms must profit maximize if they are not to go out of business.
Suppose that the profit maximizing production plan involves an invest-
ment outlay of $100 which gives a return stream whose present value is
$100 (so that net present value is zero—this is the free entry condition).
Then if a firm raises the $100 investment cost by issuing equity, the firm is
under no pressure to maximize profit at all. In particular, once having
raised the $100, there is nothing to stop the firm's managers from cancel-
ing the investment project and spending the money on themselves! All
that will happen is that the value of the equity will fall to zero; i.e., those
who purchased the firm's shares will lose $100. (Of course, if this is
anticipated by shareholders, they will not purchase the firm's shares and
management will not be able to raise the $100.) Note, however, how the
story changes if the $100 investment outlay is raised by debt. Then any
choice other than the profit maximizing plan will lead to bankruptcy with
certainty. Thus, whether competition leads to profit maximization de-
pends crucially on the firm's financial structure.2
It is clear from the above arguments that it will generally be in the
shareholders' interest for a firm to issue debt as well as equity since this
raises profit. In a mature corporation, however, the power to determine
the firm's financial structure usually rests in the hands of management,
not the shareholders. Furthermore, since debt increases the probability
of bankruptcy, it would seem never to be in management's interest for
there to be debt. In this paper we will develop a model to explain the
existence of debt even under the assumption that management controls
the firm's financial structure.3
The reason that debt may be beneficial to management is the following.
If management issues no debt, then it is safe from bankruptcy. Among
other things this means that it is in a relatively unconstrained position and Cø
thereforehas less reason to profit maximize. As a result, the market will
put a low valuation on the firm and its cost of capital will be high.
Conversely, if management issues debt, then shareholders know that it is
Ii
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personally costly to management not to profit maximize (because man-
agers lose the perquisites of their position when the firm goes bankrupt).
Hence, in this case, the market will recognize that profits will be higher
and so the firm will have a high market value. Thus, there is a positive
relationship between a firm's market value—i.e., the value of debt plus
equity—and its level of debt. Therefore, to the extent that management
would like its firm to have a high market value, it may wish to issue debt.
There are at least three reasons managers may want to increase the
firm's market value V. (1) Their salaries may depend on V (through a
salary incentive scheme). (2) The probability of a takeover bid will be
smaller the higher the price a raider has to pay for the firm, and this price
will in general be positively related to V. (3) If managers are issuing new
debt and equity, then the higher V is, the more capital the managers will
be able to raise. Furthermore, the more capital the managers can raise,
the more they can in general increase their perquisites. In sections
4.2—4.4 we analyze a model where the third reason is central to the
managers' desire to increase V (this model can be easily modified to
analyze the first reason too, however). Section 4.5 shows that the second
reason can also be incorporated into our model.
An alternative interpretation can also be given to the model of sections
4.2—4.4. It applies to the case of an entrepreneur who wishes to set up a
firm but does not have sufficient funds to finance it. Other things equal,
the entrepreneur would like to finance the firm by issuing equity since he
does not then risk bankruptcy. However, in order to achieve a high
market value for his project, he may have to issue some debt in order to
convince the market that he will pursue profits rather than perquisites.
• The trade-offs faced by the entrepreneur are the same as those faced by
corporate management in the model of this paper.
• We think of the issuing of debt as being an example of precommitment
or bonding behavior. Consider the shareholders and management as in a
principal-agent relationship where shareholders are the principal and
management is the agent. Then, by issuing debt, management (the agent)
deliberately changes its incentives in such a way as to bring them in line
with those of shareholders (the principal)—because of the resulting effect
on market value. In other words, it is as if, by issuing debt, the manage-
ment bonds itself to act in the shareholders' This relates closely
to another example of a bonding equilibrium. Consider the use of bail
bonds in criminal proceedings. The accused person offers to put up a
sufficiently large bail bond, so that the judge knows that it would be
extremely costly (and thus unlikely) for the accused not to return to the
court for his trial.
• The above example will help to distinguish a bonding equilibrium from
a signaling equilibrium. The bail bond is useful for the judge even if he
• knows the characteristics of the accused person. This is to be distin-
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guished from a signaling or screening situation, where the judge does not
know the accused's characteristics and bail is a screening device. In
particular, suppose that there are two types of accused persons, with one
type having an exogenously higher probability of jumping bail (i.e.,
leaving the country) than the other type. Further, suppose that the type
with the high probability of jumping bail is less wealthy (or has higher
borrowing costs) than the other type. In this case the size of the bail bond
is a screening device and the amount of bail the accused offers to "put up"
is a signal about what type of person he is. It will be clear from the formal
analysis which follows that a bonding equilibrium is not related to a
signaling equilibrium: the former involves agents communicating their
endogenous intentions, while the latter involves agents communicating
their exogenous characteristics.5
The paper is organized as follows. In sections 4.2—4.4 we present the
basic model and develop the notion of precommitment or bonding for the
case where management wishes to increase V in order to have more funds
at its disposal. In section 4.5 we generalize the analysis to the case where
increases in V are desired in order to reduce the probability of a takeover
bid. Finally, in section 4.6 we discuss how our explanation of the role of
debt differs from others that have been proposed in the literature.
4.2The Model
• Consider a corporation whose manager (or management) has discov-
ered a new investment opportunity. We assume that the firm must raise
all of the funds required for the investment by borrowing or issuing shares
in the enterprise.6 For simplicity, ignore all the old investments and the
old claims on the corporation. Let the investment opportunity be de-
scribed by the stochastic production function
(1) q=g(I)+s,
where I is the level of investment undertaken by the firm, g(I) is the
expected profit from this investment, and s is a random variable with
mean zero. We will assume that investors in the firm—be they creditors
or shareholders—are risk neutral and that the expected return per dollar
& whichcan be obtained on investments elsewhere in the economy is given
by R > 0 (R should be interpreted as one plus the interest rate).7
The model is a two-period one. The level of investment I is chosen a
"today," and profit q is realized "tomorrow." If traders know the invest-
ment level I and they are risk neutral, then the market value of the firm,
i.e., the value of its debt and equity, is given by U
(2)
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Note that this is true whatever debt-equityratio is chosen by the man-
ager. This suggests that the firm's market value will be independent of its
debt-equity ratio, i.e., that the Modigliani-Miller theorem will apply.
However, this is the case only if the manager's choice of I is independent
of the debt-equity ratio. In the model presented below, I will depend
crucially on the level of debt and so V will not be independent of the
debt-equity ratio.
Consider first the case where the manager's investment decision is
observable to the market. By (2), if the manager chooses the level of
investment I, then the net market value of the firm is
g(I)
(3)
If the manager's salary and perquisites are an increasing function of V —
I,then Iwill be chosen to maximize the expression in (3). This is of course
the classical solution—the firm's financial decision is irrelevant and the
production plan is chosen to maximize net market value.
The assumption that the market observes I is a strong one. In general,
monitoring the firm's activities is a costly ope ration. If a firm's shares and
bonds are widely dispersed, it will not be in the interest of individual
bondholders and shareholders to incur these costs. In this paper we
investigate the consequences of dropping the assumption that 1is
observed. We will assume that the market has no direct information
about 1. However, the market will be assumed to be able to make
inferences about I from actions taken by the manager—in particular his
choice of the debt-equity ratio. These inferences are possible because
bankruptcy is assumed to be costly for the manager—this is another
difference between the present model and the classical one.
Suppose that the firm raises outside funds equal to V dollars. Let this
amount be divided between debt and equity in such a way that the total
amount owing to the firm's creditors when "tomorrow" arrives is D
dollars. We assume that the firm will go bankrupt if and only if the firm's
profits are less than D, i.e., if and only if
(4) g(1)+s<D.
Note that bankruptcy can occur even if D =0ifs is large and negative (we
allow profit to be negative).
Let the manager have a concave von Neumann—Morgenstern utility
function U(C) defined over nonnegative consumption C. We assume
that, if V dollars are raised and 1 dollars are invested, the manager will
have V —Ileft for consumption and so his utility is U(V — It will be
assumed, however, that this utility is realized only if the firm does not go
bankrupt. If the firm does go bankrupt, we suppose that a receiver is ableI
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to recover the V —Iand so the manager's utility is U(O). Since U is
defined only up to positive linear transformation, we will assume without
loss of generality that U(O) =0.
In the remainder of this section we analyze the optimal choice of I for
the manager, for given values of V and D. We assume that the manager
chooses I before s is known. Thus, given (V,D), he maximizes expected
utility; i.e.,
(5) U(V —I) prob[no bankruptcy I =U(V—I)prob[s￿D—g(I)].
We will assume that s is a random variable with distribution function F
and density functionf. Then we can rewrite the manager's maximization
problem as
(6) max U(V— I)(l —F(D—g(I)))subject to V.
Since VI is decreasing in land (1 —F(D—g(I)))is increasing in!, the
trade-off for the manager, given V and D, is between choosing invest-
ment levels which give high consumption but a high probability of bank-
ruptcy, and those which give low consumption and a low probability of
bankruptcy.
1• Inorder to proceed, we will make some further assumptions about U,
F, andg. We will assume that (1) Uis thrice differentiable with U'(O) =
oc, u' > 0,U"0; (2) Fis thrice differentiable withf(x) >0for allx; (3) g










However, since U'(O) =andF(x) <1for all finitex (this follows from
the fact thatf(x) >0for alix), h1 <0if! =V>0. On the other hand, if!
=0and V> 0, h,> 0 since g'(O) =oc. Therefore,if V> 0, (9a) and (9c) 9
are impossible and
(10) h1=O
must hold at the optimal I; i.e.,
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U'(V-I)-(f(D-g(I).) ,
(11) U(V-I) - go.
On the other hand, if V =0,then the constraint 0 ￿IV implies that
I =0is optimal for the manager.
Let us concentrate on the case V> 0. Equation (11) is then a necessary
condition for an optimum, but not in general a sufficient one. One case
where sufficiency is guaranteed is if f(x)/(1 —F(x))is everywhere an




Lemma 1. If r(x) is an increasing function of x, then (11) is a sufficient
as well as a necessary condition for I to be an optimal choice for the
manager, given (V,D).
Proof. The left-hand side (LHS) of (11) is strictly increasing in I, while,
if r(x) is increasing in x, the right-hand side (RHS) of (11) is decreasing in
I. Therefore, (11) can hold for at most one value of I. Since (11) is a
necessary condition for optimality and since an optimum certainly exists
by Weierstrass's theorem, this proves that (11) holds if and only if we are
at the optimum. QED.
For most of what follows we will confine our attention to distribution
functions F(.) for which r(x) is strictly increasing in x. In reliability
theory, r(x) is called the "hazard rate." Our assumption of an increasing
hazard rate is satisfied for many well-known distributions such as the
exponential, the gamma and Weibull with degrees of freedom parameter
larger than 1, and the normal distribution, Laplace, and uniform (Barlow
and Proschan 1975, p. 79). In our context the hazard rate has the follow-
ing interpretation. If net liabilities D —g(I)=y,then bankruptcy occurs
when sy. Suppose the manager decreasesg(I) by t.Thenthis increases
net liabilities toy +t. Inthe event that sy, it does not matter that net
liabilities are increased to y +t sincebankruptcy would have occurred in
any case. Therefore, the increase in the conditional probability of bank-
ruptcy in going from y toy +t, givenno bankruptcy at y, is (F(y +t) —
F(y))/(1—F(y)).Thus, r(y) is the
un (1/t)(F(y+t) —F(y))I(1—F(y)),
which is the increase per dollar of net liabilities in the conditional prob-
ability of bankruptcy given s ￿y.So r(y) is like the marginal cost in the
probability of bankruptcy. Thus, r'(y) >0is like an increasing marginal
cost condition.
Assumption 1. r'(x) >0for all x.
We have seen that, if assumption 1 is satisfied, (11) hasunique
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by standard arguments that I(V,D) is a continuous function of (V,D). In
fact, more can be established.
Lemma 2. If V> 0, t3IIi3Vand'D81/cWexist. Furthermore, 0<
< 1 and 0'D<[g'(I(V,D))J1
Proof.Differentiating (8), we obtain
hID





(14) =U'(l—F)-- U'fg' + Ufg"—Ug'2(f2/(1 —F)+f'),
wherewe are using (11). Therefore,
(15) h11 =U"(1—F)—U'fg'+ Ufg"—Ug'2(1—F)r'<0
by assumption 1. On the other hand;
(16) —U"(l—F)+U'fg'.
Putting (12), (15), and (16) together, we get 0 << 1. Also,
(17)
wherewe use (11) again. Putting (12), (15),and(17) together, we obtain
0 ￿ 'D<[g'(I(V,D))]'. QED.
We see from lemma 2 that I is increasing in both V and D; i.e., if the
manager obtains more funds he will use some of them (but not all) on
additional investment, while if the volume of funds stays the same but a
greater fraction is in the form of debt this will also lead him to invest
more.° Further, 0'D<(g') —'meansthat the level of debt is chosen
such that an increase of a dollar in the amount to be paid back next period
calls forth less investment than is actually required to increase the ex-
pected value of output by a dollar.
4.3The Determination of Equilibrium
In the last section we showed how the manager's choice oft depends on
V and D. In this section we study how V depends on!. We also analyze
the optimal choice of D for the manager.
If I was observable to the market, then as we have noted before V
wouldbe given simply by
g(I)
(18)-)
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However, I is not observable. Therefore,(18) must be replaced by
g(IP)
(19) V—fl—,
where JPisthe market's perceived value of I. We will assume that the
market's perceptions are "rational" in the sense that investors in the
market know the utility function Uand the distribution function Fand so
can calculate how much the manager will invest for each value of V and
D; i.e., we assume that the market knows the function J(V,D). Hence, we




We see then that, given D, the equilibrium V and I are solutions of
equation (20). For each value of V, there is an optimal choice.of I for the
manager, I(V,D). However, for an arbitrary V, sayI(Va,D)will not
satisfy (20). If> g(I(Va,D))IR the firm will be overvalued, while if<
g(1(V0,D))/Rit will be undervalued. Only if (20) holds will investors be
prepared to pay exactly V, for the firm, and so only in this case will the
system be in equilibrium.
Definition. Given D, a bonding or precommitment equilibrium is a
nonnegative pair (l(D),V(D)) such that
(A)U(V(D) —l(D))(1—F(D—g(I(D))))
￿U(V(D) —I)(1—F(D—g(l))) for all
(B)V(D) =g(I(D))IR.
It is useful to rewrite (20) as
(21) g'(RV) =I(V.D).
The LHS of (21) is a strictly increasing, convex function of V with slope
zero at V =0.The RHS of (21), on the other hand, is, by lemma 2, a
strictly increasing function of V with slope between zero and one, satis-
fying 0 <i(V,D)￿V.The two functions are drawn in figure 4.1. It is
clear from figure 4.1 that V =0is a solution to (21) and that there is
always at least one other solution V> 0, since g'(O) =and 0. Note
that the V =0equilibrium arises because if the market thinks the firm is
worthless, then it will be worthless because it will be impossible to raise
any capital.
Proposition 1. For each D, V = 0 is a solution of (21) and there is at
least one other solution V> 0.
It is worthwhile to consider at this point the role of bankruptcy in the
In the absence of bankruptcy, the manager's utility would be justFig. 4.1
U(V —1).Given V. this is maximized by setting! =0.But since, for each
V, the manager's optimal response is to set I =0,this means that the only
solution of (21) is I =V=0,and thus no capital can be raised. With
bankruptcy, however, other equilibria also exist. The reason is that, since
bankruptcy is undesirable, the manager, by taking on debt, can convince
the market that he will invest precisely in order to avoid this undesirable
outcome. Thus, although bankruptcy is unpleasant for the manager, it
permits him to achieve equilibrium situations which make him better off
than the no-bankruptcy situation I =V=0.
We will assume that the manager selects D and, if there are multiple
equilibria resulting, can choose among them. Given D, if there are just
two equilibria V =0and V> 0, then it is clear that the manager is better
off at the V> 0 equilibrium. This is because 1< V when V> 0 and so U(V
—I)(i—F(D—g(I)))>0. However,iftherearetwoormoreequilibria
with V> 0, then it is not clear which of them is optimal for the manager. If
>V8> 0 are two equilibria for some D, then 'A= g1(RVA)>
g '(RV8) =and so the risk of bankruptcy F(D —g(I))is lower at 'A
thanat 'B;however,1<4— 'A maybe less than VB—'B' inwhich case
consumption benefits are higher at 'B.
Foreach D, let V(D) denote an optimal equilibrium for the manager;











Then, it is optimal for the manager to choose the level of debt D so as to
maximize
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(23) U(V(D) —I(V(D),D))(1—F(D—g(I(V(D),D)))).
An analysis of the maximization of (23) is somewhat complicated.
First, V(D) may not be uniquely defined for some D; i.e., there may be
multiple optima given D. Second, even if V(D) is uniquely defined, it may
not be continuous in D. Suppose that A is the best equilibrium in figure
4.2 for the manager at a particular level of D. Then it is clear that a small
change in D can result in the equilibrium A disappearing, with a resulting
discontinuous shift in the manager's optima! equilibrium.
Of course, if V is discontinuous in D, we can certainly not apply a
calculus argument (at least directly) to determine the optimal D.
It turns out, however, that things become much easier if we regard!
rather than D as the manager's choice variable. Let I satisfy g(I)/R =I.
For each 0 <I<I,consider the following equation:
Equation (24) is simply the first-order condition for the manager's prob-
lem, equation (11), with Vset equal tog(I)/R. Let us try tosolve (24) for
D. By assumption 1, the RHS is strictly increasing in D. Therefore, if
there is a solution at all to (24), it is unique. However, there may be no
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If there is a solution to (24), denote it by D(I) (we allow D(I) to be
negative—see below). What is the interpretation of D(l)? It is simply the




The reason is that if we set V =g(l)/R,we see from (24) that (11) is
satisfied when D =D(1).But by lemma 1, this means that I =I(V,D);
i.e., I is an optimal choice for the manager given V and D. (If D < 0, then
the equilibrium (V,I) is sustained by the manager's lending rather than
borrowing.)
Suppose that D(I) is well defined at IjO>0,i.e., that (24) can be
solved at I =j0. Then,since r(x)isstrictly increasing, it is clear that (24)
can also be solved in a neighborhood ofj0•Furthermore,since the LHS
and RHS of(24) are continuous functions, D(I) must be continuous at
Wewill now show that D(I) is also differentiable atjO•
Lemma3. If D(I) is defined at I =j0> 0,then it is also defined in a
neighborhood of j0Furthermore,it is continuous and differentiable at I
=jO
Proof.Only differentiability remains to be established. However, this









which is finite by assumption 1. QED.
Note that at I =0,D(I) is completely arbitrary; i.e., any value of D
sustains the I =0,V =0equilibrium.
In order to say something about the sign and magnitude of D'(l),
consider (25). Let J* satisfy
(26)
R
i.e., I*maximizes (1/R)g(I) —I.Then g'(I)/R1 as IJ*• Therefore, if
IJ*, the bracketed term in (25) is positive, from which it follows that D'
> g'> 0. If 1< 1*, however, the bracketed term in (25) may be positive or
negative and so, in particular, we may have D' <0. We have established
Lemma 4. Suppose that D(I) is defined at 1>0. If I1*,D' >g'> 0.
If! <D'g' according to whether)











for all I.Anexample is U= 0<b<1,and g(1)=jh/2, inwhich case




Insuch cases, lemma 4 tells us that D'(l) >0everywhere that D(I) is
defined. Thus, the graph of DagainstIisas in figure 4.3. Since V=
g(l)IR,D willalso be an increasing function of Vinsuch cases.
However, if (27) does not hold every.where, then the graph of Dagainst
Iisas in figure 4.4. Again, the graph of DagainstVwillhave a similar
shape.
If we invert D(I) to get I as a function at D, we can see again why
problems arise when D is regarded as the manager's independent vari-
able. There is no difficulty, of course, in the case of figure 4.3, but in the
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D
Fig. 4.4
Lemma 4 gives us information not only about D' but also about D' —
g'.If D' > g' (resp. D' <g'), this tells us that an increase in I leads to an
increase (resp. decrease) in D(l) —g(I)and hence to a higher (resp.
lower) chance of bankruptcy. Note also that if we think of D as a function
of V rather than I, then
dD_dDdl_RD'
dV g''
and .so D' > g' implies that dD/dV > R; i.e., an increase in debt
repayment of one dollar leads the firm's market value to increase by less
than hR dollars.
Having analyzed the relationship between D and I, let us return to the
manager's choice of optimal debt level D. Regarding las the independent
variable, we may write themanager's problem as follows:
Ig(l)
(28) max l)(1 —F(D(I)—g(I))),
where 1 is restricted to those values for which D(l) is defined.
Lemma 5. The problem in (28) has at least one solution.
Proof. Let A ={IJD(l) is defined}. Let
Ig(l)
supUI——I (1 —F(D(l)—g(I))) =
lEA
Then we can find a sequence 'rE Asuch that
(29a) - - F(D(Ir)-
as Clearly0 ￿ 1,whereg(1)IR = 1.Therefore,we may assume
without loss of generality that IrI'. Furthermore, 0 < I' < I since
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otherwise the LHS of (29a)0.Clearly I' is a solution to (28) as long as






In fact, we can say more than this. Since 1r E A for all rand (29b)
must hold with equality and (D(lr) —g(lr)) as r Butthis is
impossible since then the LHS of (29a) tends to zero. QED.
Let I be a solution to the manager's overall maximization problem. It is
clear from the proof of lemma 5 that 0 <I<I.Furthermore, we know
that D(1) is defined at /and hence, by lemma 3, that it is differentiable at
I. Therefore, we may differentiate the expression in (28) to get the




Rewriting (30), we obtain
(D'(I) —g'(l))
(31) = r(D(l) —g(I))
Butwe know that (24) must hold at D = D(I). Therefore, putting (24)








Proposition 2. A necessary condition for / to be an optimal level of
investment for the manager is that (33) holds.
It follows immediately from proposition 2 that the optimal level of I <
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(34)
R
For I ￿ g'(l)/R 1D'=g'2/Rg', which contradicts lemma 4.
Proposition 3. If I is an optimal level of investment for the manager,
then I < J*, where J* maximizes g(I)/R —I.In other words, there is
underinvestment relative to the "classical" situation where I is observ-
able.
If fact, proposition 3 is obvious even without appealing to (33). For if
g7R ￿1,then by reducing I the manager increases U(g(I)/R —I).
However, by lemma 4, (D —g(I))goes down and so the probability of
bankruptcy is reduced. Hence, the manager is made unambiguously
better off.
The relationship between D'(I) and (g'(I))2/R is graphed in figure 4.5.
Ingeneral, there may be more than one lsatisfying (33). Thus, (33) is not
a sufficient condition for optimality.
At this stage, the role of assumption 1 may become clearer. It enables
us to solve for D uniquely in terms of / and hence, by regarding I rather
than D as the manager's independent variable, to obtain (33) as a neces-
sary condition for optimality. If assumption 1 does not hold, then there
may be several D's corresponding to a particular I. Furthermore, even if
there is a unique optimal choice of D for each I for the manager, the
function D(I) may not be continuous. Thus, the same problems arise
when we regard I as the independent variable as do when we regard D as
the independent variable. It would be interesting to know whether some
other argument can be used to derive (33) as a necessary condition if
assumption 1 fails.
4.4Comparative Statics Results
In the last section, we showed how the optimal (I,V,D) combination is
chosen by the manager. We now consider how the manager's choice
varies with changes in F and U.
Comparative statics results are particularly difficult in this problem
because there are many opposing effects. From (8) it is clear that for a
given D, the relevant marginal threat of bankruptcy rises when the
hazard rater rises, and Iwill increase in response to a rise in r. This can be
interpreted as an attempt by the manager to increase investment to lower
the threat of bankruptcy. Unfortunately, the situation is far more com-
plex because D will not stay constant. Recall that D(I) is the level of debt
necessary to convince the market that 1 will be the chosen investment
level. For a given 1, when the threat of bankruptcy changes, the size of
debt necessary to convince traders that the manager will invest 1 changes.
From (24) it can be seen that for a given I, an increase in the hazard rateLII
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Fig. 4.5
will cause the manager to reduce D at 1. This has a further effect on I
which may go in the opposite direction to the initial effect.
To analyze the above, let (be a real-valued parameter which represents
some aspect of F or U. We want to know how 1 changes and how D(.)
changes as t changes. In what follows we will assume that at the initial
value oft there is a unique optimal! for the manager, denoted by 1(t). We
will sometimes write D1(1) to emphasize that the function D(1) depends
on t. From the analysis of the previous section we know that
at 1(t). In fact, we know more: from the second-order conditions we have
Lemma 6. —(2g'g"IR)￿0 atI =1(t).
Proof. Suppose that —(2g'g"IR)<0 at 1(t). Then for 1> 1(t) and I
close to 1(t), D < g'21R. Therefore, by (24),
U'
Ug' fg'\,
wherer is the derivative of the hazard rate for the distribution indexed by
t. Hence,
1)(1-F)-Uf(D-g')>O.
But from the second-order conditions for the problem in (28), we know
that the LHS of (30) cannot be positive for all 1> 1(t), 1 close to 1(t). This
is a contradiction. QED.
(I)
g' (J)2/R
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Definition. We will say that 1(t) is a regular maximum if D' —(2g'g"/R)
>OatI= 1(t).
From now on we concentrate on regular maxima. The following prop-
osition is obvious in view of lemma 6.
Proposition 4. Suppose that at t =t0,1(t0) is a unique optimal invest-
ment level for the manager. Suppose also that 1(r) is a regular maximum.
Then a sufficient condition for 1(t) to be increasing (resp. decreasing) in




Of course, if I is increasing in r, then so is V =g(1)/R.
Let us use proposition 4 to calculate how I varies as the distribution F
changes. We know from (25) that
(35)D=g'+
Furthermore, at the optimum, since 1(t) <1*,
Therefore, the bracketed term in (35) is positive. It follows that any
change in F which causes r(D,(I) —g(1))to increase will reduce D and
hence (D —(g'2/R)).We have therefore
Proposition 5. Suppose that at t =t0,1(t0) is a unique optimal invest-
ment level for the manager. Suppose also that 1(t) is a regular maximum.
Then if only the hazard rate r1(x)f,(x)/(1 —F1(x))depends on t, a
sufficient condition for 1(t) to be increasing (resp. decreasing) in tina
neighborhood oft0 is that (dldt) r[D,(1(t0)) —g(I(t0))]>0(resp. <0) at t
=to.
In order to understand the above condition, write r[D((I(to)) —
g(1(t0))]as where —g(1(t0)).Note that is
just the level of debt the manager must take on in order to sustain I =
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Hence, the condition (dldt)r(x1)>0 means than an increase in tleads to
an increase inwhere r is evaluated atandsatisfies r1(x1) =r,0(x10).
To see how this condition works, consider the uniform distribution
which ranges from —t ￿ s￿((thisdistribution satisfies assumption 1 only
for —t < s<t). Thehazard rate is
1 1
r1(x) = ,andr = = [r1(x)]2.
t—x (t—x)2
Assume that —t < D1(I(t0))—g(1(t0)) < t. Then
—g(I(t0)))= = 0,
where the latter equality follows from the fact that D1(I(t0)) must change
in such a way that r1 is constant. Thus, in the uniform case, if 1(t) is
differentiable, then (dl(t)idt) =0.A complete analysis of the uniform
case appears in the appendix.
As another application of the proposition, consider the double ex-
ponential distribution (this distribution satisfies assumption 1 only forx <
0).The double exponential distribution function mean zero and
variance 2t2 is given by
I ½exp(x/t)forx<0
11— ½exp(—xit)forx￿0.
Thehazard function is thus given by
1/2t(exp (xlt))
forx <0




Consider (24). It is clear from this equation that —g(1(t0))0.
• For if —g(1(t0)) > 0,then, by reducing D, the manager can
keep (24) satisfied and at the same time decrease the probability of




= 2t2 =1 z =r1(x)
[1—½exp(x/t)]2 t2(1—z)2t(l—z)
where z½ exp (x/t). Consider now a change in tandx which keeps
constant. Since r1 =(zlt(1—z))stays constant when (increases, it follows
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that z rises when t rises and hence t(1 —z)rises when t rises. Therefore, an
increase in t lowers —g(I(t0))).Thus proposition 5 implies
that an increase in t (i.e., an increase in the variance of s) lowers I.
The above results can be used to explain the role of debt and equity in
our model. Consider the market value of the firm's equitywhichin this
risk neutral world with limited liability is given by
(36) VeE max(O,g(1) —+ s).
Recall that distribution functions are indexed by t.
Proposition 6. Suppose that the distribution function of s changes in
such a way that (a) s becomes more risky (i.e., a mean-preserving spread
occurs) and (b) (dr/dt) (D,(I(t0)) —g(I(t0)))<0 and (c) the hazard rate
increases: > 0. Then this increases the value of equityand
decreases the value of debt.
Proof. Note that the LHS of (24) must be increasing at an optimal I; if it
were not, then the manager could reduce D and raise I, and still satisfy
the first-order conditions for a maximum and be better off. From proposi-
tion 5,. assumption (b) implies that I falls. Thus, the LHS of (24) falls.
However, assumption (c) implies that the RHS of (24), rises. Hence,
equilibrium can be maintained only if —g(I)falls. Thus, (b) and (c)
imply that g(I) — rises and this tends to raiseAssumption (a)
raises Ve for a given g(I) —because max(0,s) is a convex function of s.
Hence, all the effects together raiseFinally,since I falls V =g(I)/R
falls and hence the value of debt =V—Vefalls. QED.
Note that conditions (a)—(c) are quite strong. For the double exponen-
tial distribution, a rise in tsatisfies(a) and (b) but only satisfies (c) for
some values of t. For the uniform distribution, an increase in t always
lowers the hazard rate so (c) and (a) can never both be satisfied.
Let us turn now to comparative statics involving changes in U. Suppose
























Hence, an increase in a raises D' and hence (D' —(g'2/R)).An applica-
tion of proposition 4 therefore yields
Proposition 7. If U is replaced by V =U°,where a < 1, then I will
decrease.
Replacing Uby Ua, a < 1, means, of course, that the manager becomes
more risk averse. It might be wondered whether a more general increase
in risk aversion—represented by replacing U by H(U), where H is an
arbitrary increasing concave function—leads to adecrease in I. The
answer appears to be no in general.
Comparative statics results can also be obtained for changes in R and
g(•). These must be interpreted carefully however, since changes in R
and g will also affect the classical solution J*• We will not consider such
comparative statics in this paper.
4.5Comments and Extensions
The previous section examined the relationship between the risk of
bankruptcy faced by a manager and his incentive to maximize the value of
the firm. To see one implication of the theory, consider the case of no
uncertainty. Then the manager loses all his benefits (i.e., goes bankrupt)
whenever g(l) < D. Thus, he will always choose I such that g(I) =
i.e.,1(D) = Thus,
(39) V(D) =g(1(D))=
Themanager maximizes his expected utility by maximizing U(V(D) —
1(D))=U((DIR)—g'(D)) from which it is clear that g'(I(D)) =R.
Recall that g?(J*) =R,where J* is the profit maximizing level of invest-
ment. Hence, the manager maximizes the net market value of the firm.
It is clear that the equity of the above firm is worthless. In particular,
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pays backD =g(I*).ThemanagerconsumesV(I*)—1*= niana
Because there is no randomness in production, the manager is able to value
adjust his investment so that he just pays back the debt with nothing left at his
over for the shareholders. Of course, shareholders take this into account K —
initially,and so it is impossible and unnecessary for the manager to raise managr
capital with equity. Thus, we are led to the conclusion that a firm with no utility1'
randomness in production will be owned essentially by the manager who bankrl
receives the residual income V(I*) —J*and finances his investment ity
totally by debt!!2 firm
If s becomes random, however, then equity will in general have a Sti
positive value given by max(0,g(I) + S —D).Thus, randomness in equit
production will cause the manager to reduce debt levels to the point
where equity finance becomes possible and useful. Equity will have value ring.
as long as there are realizations of s where g(I) + s > D. When S is perfe
random, the only way the manager can reduce his probability of bank- the b
ruptcy is to create more events where g(I) + s > D. take
Note that the model can be interpreted as a model of an entrepreneur It
who wants to raise capital rather than as a model of corporate directors. undel
In particular,itis a model of an entrepreneur with an investment to
opportunity but no capital of his own. Suppose that if the entrepreneur
raises V dollars by the sale of debt and equity, then he spends V —Ion (40)
capital equipment useful only for his own consumption and invests I in
h the firm. If the entrepreneur goes bankrupt, assume that the consumption
W
equipment V —Iis taken away from him. (For simplicity, suppose that it mai'
is worthless to the creditors who can only get min(D,g(I) + s).)Under ec
these assumptions, the model applies directly to an entrepreneur who me
wants to raise capital from investors who cannot monitor how much he
Ofl
invests directly.
In the model we have presented, the only reason the manager wants to
increase V is that he can thereby increase his consumption benefits V —I. e However, there is another important reason that the manager may desire
increases in V: to reduce the probability of a takeover bid. In Grossman
and Hart (1980) we analyzed the probability of takeover bids occurring as uti a function of the differential between the potential worth of the firm to
the raider (i.e., the party making the takeover bid) and the price he has to
•u
pay to get shareholders to tender their shares. It was argued that, if a (41i
corporation is badly managed because it is widely held and thus each
shareholder is too small for it to be in his interest to monitor manage-
araider can become a large shareholder and to some extent of
internalize externalities which exist across small shareholders. That is,
the raider, because he becomes a large shareholder, has an incentive to
monitor management. ma
The model of section 4.2—4.4 can easily be modified to take into In,
account the possibility of takeover bids. In order to concentrate on the at
implications of the takeover threat, let us drop the assumption that the Ui
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- manager'sconsumption benefits depend directly on the firm's market
,e to value V. Instead, assume that the manager has a fixed amount of capital K
left at his disposal which he can spend on either investment I or consumption
)unt K —/(we imagine that K was raised sometime in the past). Thus, the
aise manager's utility is given by U(K —I).We assume, however, that this
no utility is realized only if the firm is not taken over and does not go
who bankrupt. As in Grossman and Hart (1980), we assume that the probabil-
ient ity of a takeover bid is a decreasing function of the market value of the
firm V: where 0 <
'e a Stiglitz (1972) has emphasized the fact that raiders, by purchasing
s in equity, can often change production plans to hurt bondholders, Bond-
Dint holders can write restrictive covenants to try to prevent this from occur-
due ring. To avoid analyzing this issue, we assume that the bondholders are
sis perfectly protected, in that we require the raider to buy up the equity plus
.nk- the bonds of the firm. It is for this reason that we take the probability of a
takeover bid to be a function of the firm's total market value.
eur It is straightforward to compute the optimal action for the manager




whereq(V) =1— It is clear from (40) that V has no effect on the
it manager'schoice of 1 since q(V) appears multiplicatively. This occurs
ier because we have assumed that the investment policy of current manage-
'ho ment is reversible by the raider, so that the probability of a raid depends
he on thà price the raider must pay for the firm, which is V, and the potential
worth of the firm—which is independent of what current management is
to doing.
Note that V is the value of the firm under current management in the
-' event that there is no raid. Thus, as in sections 4.2—44, V is just the
an discounted expected output of current management.
as Although V does not affect the manager's choice of 1, it does affect his
to utility. Let 1(D) be the solution to (40). Then the manager's expected
to utility is
a (41) U(K —1(D))(1—F(D—g(1(D))))q(g(1(D))/R),
ch
;e- and the manager will choose D to maximize this expression. An analysis
flt of this problem can be carried out along the same lines as in sections
tS, 4.2—4.4. Although there are some mathematical differences, the basic
conclusions are the same. In particular, it will be in the interest of
management to issue debt because this increases I (through the 1(D)
to function) and hence V =g(1)IR,and therefore reduces the probability of
a takeover bid. Note that, as in the case of the analysis of sections 4.2—4.4,
ie the existence of bankruptcy penalties is crucial to this argument. In the130 Sanford J. Grossman/Oliver D. Hart 131
absence of such penalties, ldoes not depend on D and hence issuing debt




In this paper we have developed a theory to explain the use of debt asa zero 4
financialinstrument. The theory is based on the idea that the managers of debt
a firm which is mainly equity-financed do not have a strong incentive to bene
maximize profit—in particular, since without debt, bankruptcy does not corn
occur, bad managers are not penalized in the event of low profit. Thus, a ch
such a firm will have a low value on the stock market. We have argued Jens
that management can use debt to precommit itself in such a way that
managers can avoid losing their positions only by being more productive. mt
Thus,debt increases the firm's market value. We have also analyzed the
determinants of the optimal level of debt for management. firma
It is interesting to compare our theory of the role of debt with other
theories. The most celebrated result on a firm's financial structure is the thesf
Modigliani-Miller theorem, which states that the owners of a firm will be equl
indifferent about its debt-equity ratio—in particular, the firm's market
value will be independent of the debt-equity ratio. Since this result was lowl
established, numerous efforts have been made to relax the assumptions sind
underlying the theorem in order to find a role for debt. Early attempts banj
focused on the assumptions of no bankruptcy and/or no taxes. It was
argued that if the probability of bankruptcy is positive, then, as long as
investors cannot borrow on the same terms as the firm, i.e., go bankrupt in I
in the same states of the world, then, by issuing debt, the firm is issuing a co
new security, and this will increase its market value. Also, if debt pay. sa
ments are tax deductible—as they are in the United States or the United an
Kingdom, for example—then the debt-equity ratio will again affect mar- of
ket value. th
More recent attempts to explain the importance of debt have focused wi
on a different assumption of the Modigliani-Miller theorem: that the
firm's production plan is independent of its financial structure. Stiglitz ex
(1974) and Jensen and Meckling (1976) consider the situation of an
entrepreneur who has access to an investment project, but does not have v
the funds to finance it. If the entrepreneur raises the funds by issuing fi
equity, then since he will have a less than 100 percent interest in the d
project, he will not manage it as carefully as he should from the point of
view of all the owners; i.e., in the language of this paper, he will take too ru
many perquisites. If, on the other hand, the entrepreneur issues debt, gq
then his incentive to work will be reduced much less since, except in re
bankrupt states, he gets the full benefit of any increase in profits. Thus, to cQ
Stiglitz and to Jensen and Meckling, debt is a way of permitting expansion ii
without sacrificing incentives. The trade-off for the entrepreneur is be- t
tween issuing equity, which permits the sharing of risks, and issuing debt, C131 CorporateFinancial Structure and Managerial Incentives
lebt which leads to a high market value for the project through the incentive
effect.
The model developed in this paper also relies on the idea that, for
incentive reasons, a firm's production plan will depend on the firm's
financial structure. However, we have assumed that management has a
as a zero (or close to zero) shareholding in the firm. As a result, a switch from
sof debt finance to equity finance does not change management's marginal
to benefit from an increase in profit directly. Rather, the incentive effect
not comes from the desire to avoid bankruptcy. Thus, in particular, whereas
ius, a changein bankruptcy penalties would not have a significant effect in the
ued Jensen-Meckling, Stiglitz analysis, itis of crucial importance in our
hat model.
ye. In recent papers Ross (1977, 1978) develops a signaling model to
the explain the debt-equity ratio. He considers a situation in which there are
firms of exogenously given different qualities, where these qualities are
her known to management but not to the market. Ross shows that under
the these circumstances debt can be a signal of firm quality. In particular, in
be equilibrium there will be a positive relationship between a firm's debt-
ket equity ratio and its market value. The point is that it not pay a firm of
vas low quality to try to signal that it is of high quality by issuing a lot of debt
)fl5 since the costs to management—in the form of a high probability of
pts bankruptcy—are too high.
ias We have already noted in section 4.1 the difference between a signaling
as equilibrium and the bonding or precommitment equilibrium developed
Ipt in this paper. As another illustration of the difference, note that, in
a contrast to Ross's analysis, our analysis, without further assumptions,
ty- says nothing about the cross-section relationship between market value
ed and the debt-equity ratio. This is because we explain the equilibrium level
of debt of a firm as a function of the firm's stochastic production function,
the rate of interest, and managerial tastes. The cross-section relationship
• will therefore depend entirely on how these parameters are distributed in
•he the population of firms. For example, if different firms are identical
itZ except with respect to the riskiness of s, then proposition 6 gives sufficient
in conditions for the debt-equity ratio to be an increasing function of market
ye value. However, if the conditions of proposition 6 are not satisfied or if
firms differ in other ways, then the debt-equity ratio could easily be a
decreasing function of market value.
of The manager's potential loss of his benefits under the threat of bank-
ruptcy is one of the many possible incentive schemes which can induce
good managerial performance. In complex corporations, information
fl relevant to the optimal managerial incentives can only be acquired with
control. An important benefit of both the bankruptcy and the takeover
n incentive schemes (which is not possessed by a salary incentive scheme) is
that control over information automatically passes out of the hands of
current management.
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Appendix
(A5)4
In this appendix, we give a complete analysis of the case where sis





To simplify matters, we will assume that R =1.Note that J* =¼in this
example. The
Note that the uniform distribution satisfies assumption 1 only for<
x For this reason we must modify slightly the analysis of previous
sections.
Suppose that the manager chooses the investment level 1, where I> I
>0.(Recall that g(I)/R =I.)Then in equilibrium V =g(1)= As in
section 4.3, we can ask what is the smallest level of debt which will sustain
this equilibrium. Let D(1) represent this. Then, if D
—jhI2 we
know that (24) must hold; i.e., (A8
(Al)




However, it is also possible that D —jh/2= DjI/2= is
easy to see that D >j1/2+ D < — be solutions since j
smallreductions in D leave the manager's optimum unchanged and S1
increase his utility). The first case is impossible since the manager goes
bankrupt for sure. He can always do better by raising I slightly. Hence,
we need only consider the second case, D —
Jh/2= Sincef(x)I(l —












We are now in a position to establish the following:
this Result. D(!) =max{j((2b+ 1)11/2 —1+
jL/2
Theproof of this is simple. We have already established that D(1) equals
either [((2b + 1)11/2 —1+ orj[12—Suppose that
OUS (2b + 1)11/2 —1+
2b >1
sin Then D cannot equalj1/2
— (A6) is contradicted. On the other
:ain hand, if
we (2b + 1)11/2 —1+
2b
then setting D(!) =[((2b+ 1)11/2 —1+ we get from (A8) that
(A9) D(I) — <
which,as we have argued previously, cannot be a solution (a small
reduction in D leaves the manager's optimum unchanged and increases
his utility).
We illustrate the above result in figure 4.A.1. The heavy black line




then {((2b + 1)1h12 —1+ and /1/2 — not intersect at any
1> 0 and D(1) is given by [((2b + 1)11/2 —1+ for all 1.
ce Defineto be the positive value of/at which the two lines intersect, if
nd such an I exists, and to be zero otherwise. By simple calculation,
(All) =max(1—
— Weconsider now the manager's choice of the optimal!. The manager
or maximizes
U(g(1) —1)(1—F(D(I)—g(1))).
Three cases can be distinguished: (1) The optimal I >Then D is








































(2) The optimal / <Again D is differentiable and so
D'(l) =g'(1)2.
This time we get
i.e.,
(3) The optimal I =Now D is no longer differentiable, but itis
differentiable to the right and to the left. Sinceis optimal, we know
therefore that the expression in (30) is nonpositive if D'(/) is evaluated
according to (A3) and is nonnegative if D'(I) is evaluated according to D
=jl/2 —This yields a modified version of (33):
￿g'(1)2 if D'(I) is evaluated according to (A3),
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Cases (l)—(3) establish the following result.
Result. If Jo > 1/4, then it is optimal to set 1 =1/4.If
(2bb+l)2_<jo_<114,
itis optimal to set I =Finally, if
(b 2
it is optimal to set
(b\2
tk2b+1)
The optimal debt levels can also be easily computed. If! =1/4,D =
jl/2 —= 1/2—If I =Jo' D=J0112—Finally,if
b 2
2b-l-1
D=1/2—1/2b+Using(All), we may graph the optimal I and D as
functions as in figure 4.A.2. We see that I decreases as the variance
ofsrises. Further, I D = g(j*)as variance s0. It is also
worth noting thatD is not monotonic in
Notes
1. See Grossman and Hart (1980). In that paper it is shown that the takeover threat will
be effective only if free riders are excluded to some extent from sharing in the improvements
in the firm brought about by the raider.
2. See Winter (1971) for a discussion of other factors concerning the impact of competi-
tion on profit maximization.
3. Note that the initial shareholders may want to write a corporate charter which
constrains the debt-equity ratio to be at the level which maximizes managerial effort.
However, suppose that the best ratio depends on variables which are not known at the time
the charter is written, and may only be observable at great cost in the future. It may then be
preferable for the initial shareholders to give management some flexibility in the choice of
financial structure because this will allow management to base its actions on private
information. We will consider the extreme case where management has complete freedom
'U aboutthe choice of financial structure.
D 4. Jensen and Meckling (1976) have studied another example of precommitment or
bonding behavior. They consider a situation where an entrepreneur must decide what share
to retain in his firm. If the entrepreneur runs the firm, his share in the firm will determine to
what extent he pursues profits rather than perquisites. Therefore, his shareholding
(assumed to be publicly known) is an example of precommirmen:inthe same way that debt is
in our model.
5. The work by Ross (1977) and Leland and Pyle (1977) derives signaling equilibrium
debt-equity ratios. In both cases, the debt-equity ratio is a signal to the financial market
about the exogenous quality of the firm. The assumption that bankruptcy costs are corre-
lated with the exogenous quality of firms drives their signaling equilibrium.
j.6. This assumption is made for simplicity only. The analysis can easily be generalized to
the case where the corporation has some initial capital and needs to raise only a fraction of
the required funds from outside sources.
7. The assumption of risk neutrality is justified if investors hold well-diversified portfolios
and the firm's return is uncorrelated with the returns of other firms in the economy.
8. In order to concentrate on the role of debt, we are ignoring any incentive schemes
which are designed to raise the value of equity when a new investment project is under-
taken. That is, for simplicity we assume that the manager gets all the surplus (V —I)from
the firm's investment opportunity and that none of it accrues to initial shareholders. It is
easy, however, to generalize our analysis to the case where the manager gets only some part
of an increase in V; i.e., the manager's utility is U(4(V) —I).where 04(V)V. Note
that it is essential that the manager get some surplus from working for the firm for the threat
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9. We say thath(x) isincreasing ifx'> xh(x') ￿ h(x). lfx'>xh(x') > h(x), wesay
that hisstrictly increasing.
10. A revealed preference" proof can be used to show that assumption 1 is unnecessary
for the result that I is increasing in V.
11. Note that LX' is well-defined—-simply differentiate (25) in the proof of lemma 3.
12. This result should be treated with some caution. In this paper we have ignored
incentive schemes which make the manager's remuneration a function of ex post profit,g(I)
+s.If such schemes are possible, then in the cases0, the investment level 1= 1' canalso
1 be sustained by having 100 percent equity and an incentive scheme of the form: the manager
is fired unless ex post profit =g(1).Clearly in the case of certainty this accomplishes
exactly what debt does in our model; namely, the manager is removed if his profit falls below
some critical level.
13. For example, if the corporate charter is such that the raider can buy the firm for V,
then the raider's profit is g(K)IR —Vsinceonce he takes over he can set I =K,if the actions
2s of the previous manager are reversible.
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Comment Hayne E. Leland where I
optima'
Bonding or prepositioning behavior is modern terminology for an age-old
phenomenon. Recall the story of Odysseus wishing to hear the Sirens, can be
those scantily clad beauties whose provocative cries inevitably drew by the
sailors to their deaths upon the rocks. By agreeing to have himself tied to
the mast, Odysseus convinced his crew to sail within earshot. By this aspect
bonding bind, or binding bond, Odysseus was able to avoid an immoral Itshl
hazard. value
Contemporary examples of prepositioning in financial contracts in. since
dude bond covenants, in which equity holders voluntarily agree to forego excee4
certain actions in order to issue debt at favorable rates. More exactly, just t11
they agree to accept heavy penalties if they undertake such actions, Mok
thereby convincing bondholders they will forego them.
The reason agents may agree to such restrictions of choice is straight- case,
forward. In the absence of restrictions, agents may be motivated to make if the
decisions detrimental to the other party, the "principal." Recognizing all re
this, the principal will reward the agent less than he would if the agent meet
were willing to forego these actions. The "moral hazard" of the situation
can be reduced or eliminated, and both sides can gain, if the agent
restricts his actions, or agrees to penalties which induce him to do so. banid
The nature of optimal principal/agent contracts has been examined in
several recent papers. Theoretical foundations were laid by Wilson simil
(1968), Spence and Zeckhauser (1971), and Ross (1973). Subsequent
extensions include those by Harris and Raviv (1979), Holmstrom (1979), mar!
Leland (1978), and Townsend (1979). In general, these studies show that nat9
Pareto optimal contracts should depend upon the action of the agent if
the true state of nature is not observable. If the action itself cannot be II
directlyobserved but there exists some monitor whose value is correlated theJ.
with the action, then agents' rewards should depend upon this monitor.'
The Grossman-Hart (OH) contribution fits neatly into the general ob
framework of the principal/agent problem. In GH, a potential moral e
hazard exists because the stockholders cannot directly observe the invest- in
ment decisions of the manager. The problem can be reduced, to the
ultimate benefit of the manager/entrepreneur, if the manager is willing to D
make his reward conditional on the true future value of the firm, repre-
sented by g(I) + s. GH consider a simple, dichotomous form of contin-
gent reward, with sd
diç
Reward =V(D)—Iifg(I) + SD
=0 ifg(1)+s<D,
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where D is the amount promised to debtholders and must be chosen
optimally by the manager—entrepreneur. High levels of D induce the
manager to restrict his choice to high levels of I; thus, the choice 0
can be viewed as "prepositioning behavior." The analysis is complicated
by the fact that V depends upon D in a manner consistent with "rational
expectations." A major contribution by GH is to deal fully with this
• aspect of the problem.2
•It should be understood that the OH model does require the true future
• value of the firm to be observable (in the future) by at least one party,
since bankruptcy depends upon whether this value falls short of or
exceeds D. A critical modeling assumption is whether all participants, or
just the manager, will observe this future value.
Most financial models assume that the true future value is in fact the
future market value, which will be observable by all parties. If this is the
case, a dichotomous contract similar to OH's could be implemented even
if the firm has no debt: the manager would announce that he would forego
all reward ("resign in disgrace") if the firm's future market value did not
meet a specified minimum level. Such a contract presumably would
motivate the manager in a manner identical to the case with debt, and
might be preferable since it would avoid possible costs associated with
bankruptcy.
More complex reward schedules will most likely be preferred to the
simple dichotomous schedule considered by OH, if all parties observe the
future firm value. Stock options, for example, are regularly granted to
managers. The principal/agent literature offers suggestions as to the
nature of the optimal contract, although the rational expectations feed-
back is likely to make the problem discouragingly complex.
The OH analysis is more compelling, I feel, when it is presumed that
the "true" future value of the firm can be observed only by the firm's
manager and does not coincide with the future market value which can be
observed by all participants. While not consistent with most literature on
"efficient markets," such a view does seem to be expressed by the authors
in their conclusion.
In this case, stockholders can observe only whether the manager repays
D or not. Clearly, this event is (coarsely) correlated with the future true
• value of the firm, and thereby both parties can gain by basing managerial
• reward on whether D is repaid. Note that the previously suggested
scheme, that the manager agree to resign in disgrace if future firm value
did not exceed a minimum level, would not work here: the manager could
always maintain that firm value exceeded this minimum without fear of
• contradiction.
4 However,if the observable future market value were correlated with
the unobservable (to stockholders) true future value, received theory
suggests that improvements could be obtained by basing compensation
—— —•-——--. ••w-,.
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on this imperfect monitor. If both the repayment of debt and the future
market value provided nonidentical information about true future value,
then the optimal contract would involve both the use of bankruptcy
penalties and the use of stock-related rewards. Casual observation of
real-world managerial compensation suggests that this is indeed the case.
The OH paper represents an important step in applying the theory of
agency to managerial rewards and financial structure. As such, it extends
the work of Jensen and Meckling (1976), and suggests that many other
interesting questions in financial structure can be addressed with these
techniques.
Notes
1. For a clear exposition of these results, see Holmstrom (1979). If the utility of the agent
depends only on his reward, and not independently upon his choice of action, Leland (1978)
shows that Pareto optimality does not require observation of the agent's actions when both
principal and agent have utility functions exhibiting linear risk tolerance with equal slopes.
In this case, the optimal reward schedule for the agent is a linear function of the value
resulting from his services.
2.It should be noted that the use of debt to motivate managers does not eliminate its role
as a potential signal of the quality of a firm's future prospects. While all managers may want
some debt in their structure to signal their honest intentions, managers in firms with better
prospects will be willing to incur greater debt.
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